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Hardware and software combined for convenient charging infrastructures 
 
 

elexon and coneva confirm cooperation agreement for 
maximum charging convenience  
 
elexon, 360-degree system integrator for charging infrastructure solutions and 
industry leader in logistics, announced today that it has signed a cooperation 
agreement with coneva, turning a long-standing cooperation into a strong foundation 
for new e-mobility developments and projects. The Munich-based company coneva is 
a corporate start-up of SMA Solar Technology AG (SMA), one of the world's leading 
specialists in photovoltaic system technology, and specializes in intelligent energy 
and load management. The goal of this partnership: maximum efficiency and 
comfort in fleet charging. 
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• elexon & coneva: A partnership for convenient fleet charging 
• Leading e-mobility experts in their field combine hardware and software 

• A high level of expertise and top consulting services for your projects 
 

 

Two top industry leaders are joining forces to advance individuality and efficiency in 
the development of smart charging infrastructures; synergies generated by hardware 
and software, combined to create convenient and highly efficient charging solutions. 
Thanks to the cooperation agreement between elexon and coneva, fleet customers 
will benefit from charging infrastructures with intelligent, individual charging 
solutions that are coordinated down to the very last detail. Interfaces between the 
charging solution and the energy, load and billing system are further optimized while 
handling convenience is increased. "We look forward to joint projects and solutions 
that offer our customers even more flexibility for their charging infrastructures," says 
the Managing Director of elexon GmbH, Marcus Scholz.  
 
Because details matter  
The 360-degree service philosophy is firmly anchored in both companies. elexon, as 
a full-service system integrator with a wide range of consulting services pertaining to 
project steps, offers advice on all aspects of choosing the right charging stations, 
site analyses, network capacity checks, subsidies, billing systems, installation, 
service and maintenance. In addition to their comprehensive services, elexon is 
committed to a consistent "Made in Germany" philosophy. Development and 
production in Germany and the resulting highly individualized services form the basis 
of elexon's AC and DC charging solutions.  
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coneva's digital services and solutions help customers analyze and optimize their 
energy supply and costs, as well as their environmental footprint. Their portfolio 
ranges from intelligent load management and optimized energy management to 
automated billing processes. „We focus on software-based services. This makes 
energy production and efficient consumption easy for our customers.", explains 
Jochen Schneider, Managing Director of coneva GmbH. The goal of both companies: 
holistic, climate-neutral charging solutions for smart e-mobility that are suitable for 
everyday use.  
 
 
 
About elexon 
 
Elexon is a joint venture of SMA Solar Technology AG (SMA), AixControl GmbH and aixACCT charging 
solutions GmbH founded in 2019 with the goal of promoting the expansion of charging infrastructures 
for electric vehicles across Europe.  
 
Elexon is a full-service provider and, thanks to the merger, now has access to all the necessary 
expertise from the field of electromobility. It focuses on charging infrastructures, energy and load 
management, and the provision of electricity through renewable energies.  
 
With its 360° charging infrastructure solutions, elexon offers its customers single-source, holistic plug-
and-play solutions for the planning, installation and service of efficient e-vehicle charging parks. 
 
www.elexon-charging.com/ 
 
Contact: Jaqueline Koch, PR Manager, jaqueline.koch@elexon-charging.com, 0170-6505175 
 

About coneva: 

coneva brings private and commercial energy consumers, as well as producers together. In addition to 
its solutions for e-charging infrastructures, including dynamic load management, coneva provides a 
long-term holistic approach by means of energy monitoring and management. 

With their 360° solutions, they support their customers in analyzing and optimizing the decentralized 
supply of energy, energy costs, and their ecological footprint. They take advantage of digital networking 
and use smart technologies and data analytics as the basis for a resource-efficient and cost-effective 
energy system.  

coneva GmbH is a subsidiary of SMA Solar Technology AG, a leading global specialist in photovoltaic 
system technology. 

www.coneva.com 

Contact: Veronika Dickert, Marketing Manager, veronika.dickert@coneva.com, 0151-10274847 
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